NEXAGATE IPv6
CONSULTING SERVICES
We offer complete IPv6 service offerings from plan, design,
implement to optimize the components of your IPv6 network
THE IPV6 CHALLENGES
The challenge of migration from IPv4 to a federally mandated IPv6 is becoming reality, and
careful planning of IPv6 transition is the critical success factor to the migration activities. To help
our customers meet these goals, Nexagate offer complete IPv6 service offerings from plan,
design, implement to optimize the foundational components of your IPv6 network
NEXAGATE IPV6 ENABLEMENT SERVICES
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IPV6
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We provide baseline of the current

IPv6 architecture and design provides an

architecture and determine gap analysis in

outlook of the IPv6 roadmap. It gives details

order to achieve successful migration to IPv6.

incremental migration plan from IPv4 to IPv6
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DEPLOYMENT

IPV6
OPTIMIZATION

Implementation of IPv6 shall be executed based

Upon successful enablement and migration

on the design blueprint and using Phased-

towards IPv6, a continuous improvement

approach. The final testing shall incorporate

process shall need to be established and shall

both functional and user acceptance test

include capacity building and support
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Why Choose Nexagate
Trusted By Many
We are the trusted partner for many organizations in Malaysia, with over 100
customers across government, banking and education sectors and we have
delivered IPv6 services to more than 30 organizations

Experienced Consultants
We are mature and highly experienced consultants who understand how to
manage the technology, process and people involved in a security program

ISO27001-Certified
We are among few local firms that are ISO27001-certified in delivering
Information Security Consultancy, specifically ISMS/ISO27001, Security
Assessment and Managed Security services

About Nexagate
Nexagate Sdn Bhd is a fast-growing IT Security Consulting and Services provider and
we have delivered trusted security solutions to organizations of all sizes since 2010.
We are ISO27001-certified since 2012 and have established a reputation of providing
top notch consulting and managed services to industry leaders in Malaysia.
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